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Abstract 
 
The Latin American music genre reggaetón has since its very recent emergence 
gained massive audiences, and is today widely listened to all across the region. The 
song lyrics have, however, received criticism for allegedly reinforcing stereotypical 
gender roles built on machismo and sexist values, partly because of the majority of 
reggaetón producers and performers being men. This thesis aims to examine not if 
this is de facto true or false, but the actual constructions and portrayals of masculinity 
and femininity in the lyrics of 16 contemporary popular reggaetón songs. What 
constitutes the gender ideals in these reggaetón narratives? How do women and men 
interact, and what roles do they fill gender-dynamically? With a gender- and feminist- 
theoretical perspective, and by using discourse-analytical tools, I dissect the lyrics to 
find the most common thematic components of each gender, highlighting especially 
the within reggaetón central aspect of sexual relations but additionally looking into 
hegemonic masculinity and betrayal. Whereas many depictions do display 
stereotypical elements, making the man the dominant, good-hearted womanizer and 
the woman merely an object to the male gaze alternatively a betrayer, interesting 
dimensions are revealed in deeper analysis; desirable femininity is perhaps not as 
passive as is usually assumed, and masculinity relies, in fact, simultaneously on 
female response and the man’s own assertion of his self-confident masculine self. 
 
Den latinamerikanska musikgenren reggaetón har sedan sin framväxt på 1990-talet 
progressivt attraherat större skaror lyssnare, och är idag enormt populär i hela 
regionen. Låttexterna har, hur som helst, mottagit kritik för att möjligen verka som 
förstärkare av stereotypa könsroller grundade i machismo och sexistiska värderingar, 
delvis eftersom majoriteten av reggaetóns producenter och artister är män. Denna 
uppsats syfte är inte att undersöka om detta är de facto sant eller falskt, utan de 
faktiska konstruktionerna och framställningarna av maskulinitet och femininitet i 16 
nutida reggaetón-låtars låttexter. Vad består könsidealen av i dessa reggaetón-
narrativ? Hur interagerar män och kvinnor med varandra, och vilka roller fyller de i 
denna genusdynamik? Utifrån ett genus- och feministteoretiskt perspektiv, och genom 
användandet av diskursanalytiska verktyg, dissekerar jag dessa låttexter för att finna 
de vanligast förekommande tematiska komponenterna för respektive kön, med 
särskild tyngdpunkt på den centrala aspekten sexuella relationer men även 
undersökandes hegemonisk maskulinitet och otrohet. Medan många skildringar visar 
på stereotypa element som gör mannen till den dominante, välmenande 
kvinnotjusaren och kvinnan endast ett objekt för den manliga blicken alternativt 
hjärtekrossare, så exponeras intressanta dimensioner genom djupare analys; idealen 
för önskvärd femininitet visar här på mindre passivitet än vad som vanligtvis antas i 
reggaetón, och maskuliniteten är i själva verket simultant beroende av både kvinnlig 
respons och mannens eget hävdande av sin självsäkra, maskulina identitet.	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1. Introduction  
I know that only I can please you like that / And make everything in you 
turn on / I look at you and the game begins, and it was you / It provokes 
you when I whisper to you that I’m going to turn out the light / In the dark I 
get the attitude out of her.1 
Gender constructions, conceptions and reproductions are omnipresent in our everyday 
lives, whether we are conscious about it or not. These shape how we view ourselves 
and relate to the people around us, as well as our norms, stereotypes and notions of 
acceptable behavior according to what is regarded as masculine respective feminine. 
Interlinked to this spectrum of gender values are understandings of the universal 
human rights and freedoms, and which of these are de facto granted men and women 
in different societies. Popular culture, with its many abilities to reach out to vast 
amounts of people, undeniably plays an important role in influencing gender norms 
and roles by both mirroring the society in which it is produced and being a component 
in itself influencing the society in question. I have chosen to focus on one specific 
discourse within popular culture and gender, the music genre reggaetón, originated 
and immensely popular in Latin America.  
 Reggaetón as a musical genre in its current form constitutes a very new 
contribution to the musical sphere, most commonly said to have originated in the late 
1990s and having made it onto the mainstream market around 2005 in Puerto Rico.2 
With the lyrics most commonly written in Spanish, the genre has gained a vast 
audience within Latin America specifically, which is also where my primary focus 
will lay in this thesis. Reggaetón music has earned a reputation of being a music genre 
promoting a kind of hypermasculinity that encourages an exaggerated sexuality, male 
rivalry and violence as well as sexism.3 Considering the gender ideals permeating 
many parts of Latin America – deriving from the traditional gender-dichotomic 
mentality of machismo forming the norms for masculinity but also affecting 
femininity ideals – and the fact that these indeed continue to exist as a foundation of 
machismo today, this would be logical. But is this, in fact, the case? What gender 
norms and roles does today’s popular reggaetón music actually promote? I aim to gain 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1	  T7 (see Table 1 for specification of referential abbreviations and corresponding song titles and 
artists).	  2	  Rivera, Raquel Z., Marshall, Wayne & Pacini Hernandez, Deborah (ed.), Reggaeton, Duke 
University Press, Durham, 2009, pp. 10-11. 3	  Jiménez, Félix, ”(W)rapped in Foil: Glory at Twelve Words a Minute”, in ibid., p. 231.	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a deeper understanding of this by analyzing the lyrics of the reggaetón songs currently 
most listened to. 
 
1.1. Purpose and Question Formulation of Thesis 
The purpose of my thesis is to analyze the portrayals of women and men in 
contemporary reggaetón music with the help of sixteen popular reggaetón songs. The 
primary question to be answered through my analysis is: how is masculinity and 
femininity constructed in reggaetón lyrics? This question, in turn, relates to an 
additional few questions: in what way do men and women interact in the lyrics, and 
what roles do they fill gender-dynamically in relation to each other? What gender 
ideals are presented? Through the method of discourse analysis, and with a feminist- 
and gender-theoretical perspective, I aim to – mainly independently but using critical 
discourse analysis tools as well – dissect and deconstruct the lyrics’ vocabularies, 
descriptions, courses of events, themes and situations in order to answer these 
questions.  
 
1.2. Material and Selection of Songs 
To get as close of a look into the gender aspects of reggaetón as possible, I concluded 
that the lyrics of the songs themselves would be the most constructive material for 
analyzing. I contemplated thoroughly what method and what sources for finding and 
selecting songs would be most appropriate for my thesis. My intention was to select a 
number of the currently most popular reggaetón songs that could somewhat represent 
the spectrum of popular songs throughout Latin America, while being aware that this 
would require some generalization from my part given the vast differences between 
the countries. Initially, I came across an online top chart listing the week’s most 
popular songs on a web page dedicated solely to reggaetón; however, as no 
information could be found as to how this list had been compiled nor the popularity of 
the web page, I concluded that choosing these songs could compromise the credibility 
of my selection. I therefore went on to searching for charts from popular Latin 
American radio stations, hoping that this medium could provide me with more 
trustworthy charts given the fact that more Latin Americans have access to the radio 
than the Internet. During my search, however, it turned out that finding a radio station 
the web page of which contained a chart consisting of songs gathered from various 
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Latin American countries would be impossible. Instead, I focused on two countries: 
Colombia, and what is said to be the birth country of reggaetón, Puerto Rico, and 
consequently one radio station in each country. The reason for my choosing these two 
countries specifically was in the case of the former country because of personal 
contacts with relations to the country who could ensure me of the popularity of the 
genre as well as assist me with sources, and of the latter country because of 
reggaetón’s undeniable vogue for more than two decades and it having grown to 
become what it is today in this very country. My final choices of where to gather my 
songs from were the week 47 list of 2012 from the radio station Oxígeno Bogotá, and 
the list from June 16th of 2011 of the Puerto Rican radio station Reggaetón 94.4 In the 
cases of songs not belonging to the reggaetón genre appearing on the lists, they were 
eliminated. My hope is that the sixteen songs I have chosen – although collected from 
two country- and city-specific radio stations – will still be representative of the 
reggaetón most listened to today in all of Latin America. This is another reason why I 
chose not to focus on certain artists: my intention was to have at my disposal a range 
of songs not limited to a few artists specifically, as these artists might not have been 
representative for the genre in general.  
I acknowledge that my cultural and social background is different from the 
contexts within which reggaetón is produced and consumed in Latin America; 
furthermore, I acknowledge that my prejudice regarding the sometimes offensive and 
misogynistic nature of the songs will inevitably affect the way in which I analyze and 
understand the chosen songs. The language aspect of my analysis might also create 
obstacles and possible mistakes in the process of translating and interpreting the 
songs, the former step completed with some assistance and the latter independently. 
Although neither Spanish nor English constitute my native languages, my knowledge 
in both is extensive; however, the vocabulary of the Spanish spoken in Latin America 
varies significantly from country to country, which does complicate translating the 
songs. Thus, I will receive support from a Colombian native Spanish-speaking 
colleague, as well as a native Portuguese speaker from Portugal for the translation of 
one specific part in Portuguese of one of the songs;5 nevertheless, flaws might still 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  4	  Topxígeno, Oxígeno Bogotá, http://bogota.oxigeno.fm/musica/top/ (viewed 2012-11-22); Top 10 De 
Reggaetón, Reggaetón 94 FM, http://www.reggaeton947.com/top10.html (viewed 2012-11-22). 5	  I would like to give my thanks to Camilo Sáenz M. and Joana Ribeiro for their help with the 
translations.	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appear. Having acknowledged this, I am convinced that the method of lyrical analysis 
is indeed a fruitful one for understanding the messages projected in reggaetón.  
Lastly, and interestingly, it is crucial to point out that all songs of my selection 
are performed by men; this reflects the mainstream reggaetón genre in general well 
since the percentage of female artists is very low. My analysis could have gotten a 
different dimension, had there been female singers among the artists included in my 
analysis. Regardless, my aim is to study the most popular reggaetón music today, and 
the fact that my selection is exclusively male then becomes symptomatic as to who is 
allowed to enter the reggaetón sphere as narrators and performers. Furthermore, 
including the visual aspect of reggaetón in the form of music videos would surely 
have added another interesting layer to my thesis, whether they be reinforcing or 
contradicting the messages of each song. However, at this point in time, the limited 
timeframe and space of this thesis lamentably prevents me from adding the visual 
element to my analysis; this might, however, serve as a foundation for a future thesis. 
 
2. Theory and Method 
2.1. Theory 
Sex and gender have within the field of gender studies been considered separate 
aspects of one’s identity for quite some time, with sex referring to certain biological 
traits and gender a range of social constructions. Feminist philosopher Judith Butler 
explains this separation by claiming that gender takes shape through performativity, a 
type of theatrical act shaped by the current gender norms. The limits of acceptable and 
desirable behavior within these gender norms are determined by a cultural collective 
agreement, rewarding those who follow it and punishing those who do not.6 This 
collective agreement is secured through the repetitiveness of the performativity 
according to the biological sex performing. Thus, there is no essential identity or 
behavior of either sex – nor does the spectrum of sexes or gender identities have to be 
limited to only two – but it is made up by these performative acts forming the body 
and identity.7  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  6	  Butler, Judith, Gender trouble: feminism and the subversion of identity (3rd ed.), Routledge, New 
York, 2006, p. 179.	  7	  Ibid., pp. xv, 185.	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 In like manner, R.W. Connell’s masculinity theory presupposes a phenomenon 
called hegemonic masculinity, a kind of dominant masculinity that gains its position 
of power and dominance through common acceptance of certain methods. This means 
that the hegemonic masculinity is not constant over time and space; rather, it changes 
with the patriarchal structures legitimizing the dominant type of masculinity in each 
culture and time period. The purpose of striving for hegemonic masculinity is for men 
to gain authority not only over women but also over other men; this is commonly 
achieved through claiming authority, with or without using physical violence.8 In 
Latin America, a set of gender mentalities under the name of machismo constitutes 
the hegemonic masculinity. Machismo as a gender construction, first of all, asserts a 
polarity between men and women, to then claim a nature-given male superiority, 
overvaluing traits said to be typically masculine while devaluing the feminine ones.9 
The primary actors of machismo, then, are the men, although women are actors within 
– and affected by – it as much as the men. Being regarded as masculine, and 
maintaining this position, does not come by itself; it requires a behavior constantly 
stating dominance according to the hegemonic masculinity norms.10 Dominance and 
authority, sexual virility as well as an ability to charm women and fight other men are 
the most central components usually associated with machismo. The woman’s role, in 
accordance to the man, is that of a more passive, complementary actor who confirms 
the man’s masculinity. Simultaneously, machismo runs alongside and intertwines 
with a more distinct set of femininity ideals – although stemming from religious roots 
unlike machismo – recently defined by the name marianismo. The marianismo, in 
turn, emphasizes virgin Mary-like qualities said to be inherent for every woman, such 
as chastity, the desire to become a mother, and selflessly taking care of others.11 
 The theories and gender-related terms above will all be used in my analysis to 
reveal the gender dynamics of the songs and the themes to which they correspond. 
 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  8	  Connell, Raewyn, Maskuliniteter (2nd ed.), Daidalos, Göteborg, 2008, pp. 114-115.	  9	  Castañeda, Marina, El machismo invisible, Grijalbo, Mexico, 2002, pp. 23, 34.	  10	  Lancaster, Roger N., Life is hard: machismo, danger, and the intimacy of power in Nicaragua, 
University of California Press, Berkeley, 1992, p. 244.	  11	  Boman, Tinna, ”Hur påverkar machismo kvinnors liv i Mexico?”, B-uppsats, 2012, pp. 10-11, 14. 
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2.2. Method 
It is seemingly easy to dismiss the impact of popular culture on people’s lives, when 
in fact ”Popular-cultural products, or texts, are symbolic because they carry meanings 
[and] [g]ender and popular culture are connected in inextricable, pervasive and 
complex ways”.12 Hence, it appears more fruitful to analyze different aspects and 
medias of popular culture and the messages they send out to its consumers due to the 
masses it reaches, rather than to resort to analyzing i.e. “high culture”, which only a 
small part of the Latin American populations might partake in. Popular culture should 
not be overlooked as a mean of social impact simply because its primary purpose is to 
entertain. The importance of critically analyzing the messages expressed in music lies 
in what it encourages and discourages gender-wise, in this case, and specifically in a 
reggaetón discourse. In order to do this, I will be using a discourse analysis method. 
The language in discourse analysis is viewed as not just an instrument that reflects the 
social world within which it is used, as well as its relations and identities – language 
constitutes it, and should thus be analyzed and understood within it. 13 This is 
especially central in critical discourse analysis (CDA), the analytical tools of which 
will be applied here. CDA focuses in particular on power inequalities and the 
importance of discourse in cultural processes.14 Thus, it is used to expose these 
inequalities and relations by analyzing the language creating and fortifying these; 
within its context, language should then be analyzed empirically, which is what will 
be executed in this thesis.15 Wodak’s and Meyer’s detailed toolbox for CDA will 
constitute the corpus of the analytical instruments, a toolbox originally intended for 
discourse analysis of newspapers but equally applicable here. It provides primarily 
four focal points for discourse analysis: context; surface of the text, such as topics 
brought up and their interrelation; rhetorical means, looking at i.e. the vocabulary, 
actors and implications and thus especially useful in my analysis; and content and 
ideological statements.16 Given the discourse of the thesis, my analysis will surely 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  12	  Milestone, Katie & Meyer, Anneke, Gender and popular culture, Polity Press, Cambridge, 2012, 
pp. 1-2.	  13	  Winther Jørgensen, Marianne & Phillips, Louise, Diskursanalys som teori och metod, 
Studentlitteratur, Lund, 2000, pp. 16-18.	  14	  Ibid., pp. 67-70.	  15	  Winther Jørgensen & Phillips, 2000, pp. 67-70.	  16	  Meyer, Michael & Wodak, Ruth (ed.), Methods of critical discourse analysis, 2nd ed., SAGE, Los 
Angeles, 2009, p. 55. 	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feature elements of feminist linguistic analysis as well, as it “does not accept 
phenomena as given, but seeks alternatives in keeping with the principle of the 
linguistic equal treatment of women and men”.17 
 
3. Literature Overview and Previous Research 
Being a new musical genre, reggaetón-discursive material is scarce in academia, and 
often unanimously critical. The criticism has mostly been triggered by the nature of 
the mainstream songs pervaded by explicitly sexual references, hypermasculine 
ideals, and objectification and sexualization of the woman, to name a few common 
topics. Critics have expressed their disapproval of the messages it is projecting, and 
have despite admitting that its rhythm is indeed catchy called it vulgar, one-sided and 
lyrically poor.18 Since reggaetón has gained huge amounts of listeners throughout 
Latin America, it could potentially play an important role in shaping great parts of the 
mainly young people’s comprehension and understanding of the ideals of each sex. 
Thus, it is important to not just condemn reggaetón for the abovementioned reasons, 
but to instead thoroughly examine it to gain an understanding of its effects on the 
context in which it is produced and consumed. Equally essential is noting that my 
primary material, the selection of songs, is representative of the reggaetón genre in 
general regarding who produces and performs the songs, with the vast majority of 
them consisting of men. Hence, this fact exposes a gap in gender and power 
inequalities of the music production, which simultaneously reflects similar 
imbalances and mentalities in the Latin American societies within which reggaetón is 
listened to. Representation within popular culture, argue Milestone and Meyer, plays 
a crucial part in the narratives and descriptions of certain groups of people which in 
turn shape the consumers’ opinions and beliefs.19 Similarly, with men dominating 
popular culture and thus what interests and messages are projected, this undoubtedly 
affects gender representations and the roles encouraged for each gender.20 
 With reggaetón lyrics as my primary source of information, I hope to get as 
close to reggaetón’s core as possible, and to further the process of introducing this 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  17	  Wodak, Ruth (red.), Gender and discourse, Sage, London, 1997, p. 8.	  18	  Baker, Geoff, ”The Politics of Dancing: Reggaetón and Rap in Havana, Cuba”, in Rivera et al., pp. 
168-169.	  19	  Milestone & Meyer, 2012, pp. 6-8.	  20	  Ibid., pp. 168, 211.	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hugely popular music genre into the academic sphere, a process initiated by Rivera, 
Marshall and Pacini Hernández with the book Reggaeton. Reggaetón is growing more 
popular by the day, and it is crucial that critical analyses follow so as to encourage an 
actively critical consumption.  
 
4. Reggaetón – Background and Context 
Although the exact birthplace of reggaetón music remains a debated topic, it is 
usually thought to have originated in Panama much thanks to the Panamanian artist El 
General in the late nineties. Originally, it went under the names reggae en español, 
dembow and underground, the latter emphasizing its formerly non-mainstream nature. 
With its many musical influences having brought the genre to life, it could be said to 
be a hybrid of reggae, hip-hop, rap and various Spanish-Caribbean and Latin music 
styles; its heavy backbeat rhythm – referred to by Marshall as boom-ch-boom-chick – 
stems from the reggae subgenre dancehall.21 Although still maintaining its musical 
roots, reggaetón has shaped its own distinctive sound characterized by purely 
electronic instrumental features created with computers, as well as turning the 
singers’ voices almost robotic.22 As a musical genre, its uprising has been rapid since 
its underground days, in Latin America as well as the rest of the world, mainly due to 
increasing immigration from Latin America and the lyrics being sung in Spanish. 
Puerto Rico, more than any other country, has contributed to reggaetón’s 
popularization by transforming it into what it is today through Puerto Rican reggaetón 
artists, producers and fans. From there, a mainstream type of reggaetón has spread 
tremendously, and above all U.S. fans – many of them Latinos – catalyzed the process 
of making reggaetón popular around the years of 2005-2006.23 
 Reggaetón has in other words experienced a vast change in fan-base extent as 
well as character, now being more commercial and listened to than ever. The song 
that is often mentioned as the song to best illustrate the central themes of popular 
reggaetón today – and also said to almost single-handedly have exported reggaetón 
from Puerto Rico to the rest of the world – is “Gasolina” by Puerto Rican artist Daddy 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  21	  Rivera et al., 2009, pp. 4-11; Marshall, Wayne, The Rise of Reggaeton, The Phoenix, 
http://thephoenix.com/boston/music/1595-rise-of-reggaeton/?page=1#TOPCONTENT, 2006-01-19 
(viewed 2012-11-24).	  22	  Ibid.	  23	  Rivera et al., 2009, pp. 2-3, 10.	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Yankee. Moreover, it has set the tone for the themes of reggaetón music: sexual 
content of varying degrees of explicitness, often laden with patriarchal and sexist 
narratives of gender dynamics, are at the core of most reggaetón song lyrics, as well 
as violence, male rivalry and drugs, topped off with expletives. Thus, the bond 
between hip-hop and reggaetón becomes obvious in its portrayal of the 
hypermasculine male, an ideal entailing glorifying violence, materialism and an 
exaggerated sexuality.24  
To further reinforce and substantialize the sexual aspect of reggaetón, a dance 
specific to the genre has developed, its name perreo (doggy style) clearly pointing to 
the fact that the movements between the man and the woman carrying out the dance 
resemble actual sexual intercourse. Furthermore, the perreo highlights reggaetón’s 
strong connection to nightclubs by symbolizing what appears to be the aspect of 
biggest thematic and spatial importance: dancing – and sexual experimentation – in 
the club. The stories told in reggaetón lyrics oftentimes elaborately depict the visual 
aspects of the female body – typically while dancing – making the woman an “object 
of the male gaze”.25 Jan Fairley’s essay title “How to Make Love with Your Clothes 
On”26 accurately sums up what the reggaetón dance perreo is about; thus, the dancing 
is evidently intertwined with the narratives of the reggaetón in this analysis, with the 
music and the dance coexisting in a majorly sexual symbiosis. Having developed as 
its own dance style in Puerto Rico, its hip-hop influences remain apparent in the 
perreo’s heteronormatively sexual nature and focus on the pelvic area with the 
woman’s back turned against the man’s front, her bottom grinding against his crotch 
replicating “doggy-style” sexual intercourse. Indeed, many traditional Latin American 
couples’ dances contain dynamics of seduction, which is also at the core of the perreo 
although expressed in a much more explicitly sexual manner. The back-to-front 
formation, however, cannot be found in these traditional dances; rather, it is specific 
for contemporary dancing popular among young fans of reggae, hip-hop and 
reggaetón.27  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  24	  Lindholm, Susan, ”Politisering av populärkultur: debatten kring hiphop i USA”, in Lundin, Johan 
(ed.), Intro: en antologi om Musik och Samhälle, Kira, Malmö, 2012, p. 271. 25	  Marshall, 2006.	  26	  Fairley, Jan, ”How to Make Love with Your Clothes On: Dancing Regeton, Gender, and Sexuality 
in Cuba”, in Rivera et al., 2009, p. 280.	  27	  Ibid., p. 290.	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 Discussions on the subject of perreo mostly concern whether the dance fills a 
liberating function for the women engaging in it, or if it simply cements gender 
stereotypes and power imbalances further. For men and women alike, the perreo 
could act as a way of sexual liberation and relaxation. In the latter case, to perrear28 
provides some much-needed distraction from the burdens of everyday life and 
societies often riddled with inequity; thus, the perreo becomes an expression of 
pleasure, especially considering its emphasis on sex.29 Likewise, relationships and 
dynamics can form and change within this context, and hence the male rivalry – a 
common trait of reggaetón lyrics – can flourish on the dance floors by competitive 
performance through dancing and “conquering” women.30 Looking at the perreo from 
a female perspective, there are arguments stating both negative and positive aspects of 
women engaging in this type of dancing. Many claim that the woman is the center of 
the perreo, directing the moves and controlling the course of events of the dance, and 
considering the aesthetics of the dance, making the man more of an observer than a 
leader, this might be true. 31   Nevertheless, it is still crucial to review the 
circumstances under which the perreo takes place, and what the limitations and 
expectations are of the women supposedly in control. As explicitly sexual as the 
perreo might be, the woman still has a reputation and a femininity to protect, which 
could be in danger should she cross the threshold of vulgarity. The marianismo ideals 
still run deep in Latin America, shaping the norm of expectations for female behavior 
based on traits such as chastity and decency, which should be maintained on the dance 
floor as well.32 There seems to be a fine line between what makes for the dichotomy 
of – with Rivera’s terms - the good girl (or the madonna) and the loose girl (or the 
whore), depending on the degree of vulgarity in her dancing. Ultimately, the man is 
the judge of which category she belongs to; if she is dancing for her own enjoyment 
instead of focusing on pleasing the man, she risks being doomed as loose.33 The 
context, then, plays an important role in interpreting the perreo as an emancipatory 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  28	  The verb form of perreo; to dance the perreo.	  29	  Baker, in Rivera et al., 2009, pp. 176-177.	  30	  Fairley, in ibid., p. 288; Muñoz-Laboy et al., 2007, p. 619.	  31	  Baker, in Rivera et al., 2009, p. 176; Fairley, in ibid., p. 285; Nahomi Galindo Malavé, Perreo, 
reggaetón y la libertad de las mujeres, Diagonal web, http://www.diagonalperiodico.net/Perreo-
reggaeton-y-la-libertad-de.html, 2012-10-05 (viewed 2012-12-07).	  
32 Boman, 2012, p. 9-12. 33	  Rivera, Raquel Z., Perreo & Power: Explicit Sexuality in Reggaeton Dance (Working Paper), 
presented at the Latin American Studies Association Conference, Rio de Janeiro, 2009, pp. 7-8.	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dance for the woman, or quite the opposite. As we will see in the following chapter, 
however, the perreo indeed plays a crucial part in reggaetón narratives.  
 
5. The Analysis 
The analysis will be split into eight parts – four parts focusing on men and the other 
four on women – on the basis of the most common gender themes found in the 16 
songs, and discussed respectively according to which songs relate to the particular 
themes. The themes, in turn, will be identified through thorough analysis of the lyrics, 
with the help of the CDA toolbox. The masculinity themes dealt with are the 
following: the hegemonically masculine man, the superior sexual pleaser and rival, 
the victim of betrayal, and the man in love; and on the femininity side the following: 
the free woman, the sexual wild dancer and seductress, the unfaithful heartbreaker, 
and the victim of betrayal. To facilitate the references to the songs, abbreviations will 
be used according to the table below based on María José Gallucci’s model:34 
 
Table 1 
Reference Artist(s) Song 
T1 Alkilados featuring Dalmata Solitaria  
T2 Lui-G 21 Se reveló  
T3 Arcángel Flow violento   
T4 J Balvin Tranquila  
T5 Aldo featuring Ñengo Flow Cuando se apaga la luz   
T6 Riko No vale la pena  
T7 Sony & Vaech Gatúbela  
T8 Nicky Jam Curiosidad   
T9 Maluma Miss Independent   
T10 Golpe a Golpe Se queda en la discoteca   
T11 Don Omar Taboo  
T12 Danny Fornaris Estoy enamorado   
T13 Daddy Yankee & Prince Royce Ven conmigo  
T14 Plan B ¿Por qué te demoras?   
T15 Rakim & Ken-Y Mi corazón está muerto   
T16 Zion featuring Jory & Ken-Y More  
 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  34	  Gallucci, María José, Análisis de la imagen de la mujer en el discurso del reggaetón, Universidad 
Central de Venezuela, Opción, Year 24, No. 55, 2008, p. 91.	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5.1. The Man and Masculinity in Reggaetón 
It seems logical to begin by presenting the portrayals of men and masculinity in 
reggaetón since the sources of all songs constituting my primary material are, indeed, 
men. The narratives are thus constructed from a male point of view, which indeed 
limits potential variety in perspectives of reggaetón; however, this fact could also be 
regarded as reflecting the Latin American societies governed by men and thus giving 
the male part of the populations priority in power and story-telling.  
With machismo being the hegemonic masculinity in Latin America, 
constructing the man as the primary actor – but involving the woman no less – it 
comes as no surprise that its most common traits and expressions can be found in 
reggaetón lyrics as well. The main role of the man in order to obtain and uphold 
masculinity is to exercise power and claim superiority over other men, and the 
secondary role being asserting dominance over women. Maintaining a powerful 
position in comparison to other men, then, specifically serves as the ultimate proof of 
masculinity, considerably more so than the latter. Ironically, judging by the 
prevalence of respective theme in the lyrics of the songs selected for this thesis, the 
latter component of machismo appears to claim the most important role in 
constructing machismo within reggaetón. This could be the case in order to also 
include women in the reggaetón discourse, and thus potentially appeal to a bigger 
audience. Traditionally, achieving macho masculinity – although mainly a power play 
among men – also requires him to show his sexual stamina by engaging in sexual 
relations with a large number of women. The process of “winning women over” 
might not always culminate in actual sex, but it fills an important function of 
affirmation of the man’s masculinity nevertheless. By obtaining female interest, the 
woman – as the man’s antipode – showing her interest in the man equals him having 
succeeded in asserting his superiority over other men in the crucial area of 
womanizing.35 However, as the analysis will show, sex indeed forms a fundamental 
part of the masculinity portrayed in reggaetón, mirroring its equal importance in the 
ideals of machismo.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  35	  Gilmore, David D., Hacerse hombre: concepciones culturales de la masculinidad, Ediciones Paidós 
Ibérica, Barcelona, 1994. In Castañeda, Marina, El machismo invisible, Grijalbo, Mexico, 2002, p. 78; 
Lancaster, Roger N., Life is hard: machismo, danger, and the intimacy of power in Nicaragua, 
University of California Press, Berkeley, 1992, pp. 236, 244.	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 The first part of the analysis focuses on basic traits of the hegemonically 
masculine man, overly confident and prone to using violence being the most common 
of these. Male rivalry clearly permeates the lyrics of the songs of this chapter as well 
as the following one. Thus, with these two clearly relating to each other, dividing the 
analysis into rivalry based solely on masculinity and rivalry based on the ability to 
attract and pleasure women, is in theory impossible since they interact in the 
reggaetón masculinity discourse. This division, however, is meant to clarify each 
element as much as possible, and to first crystallize the essence of masculinity in its 
pure and individual-based form, to then move on to masculinity in relation to other 
people. In the third, I will analyze what happens to masculinity when a man is cheated 
on by a woman, to then move on to the fourth and final part on a much more unusual 
construction of masculinity, namely the man in love.  
 
5.1.1. The Hegemonically Masculine Man 
 
I walk with a violent flow / With a dangerous crew / And you can see me 
from far away / In the disco smoking / No one does it like we do.36 
 
Becoming a masculine man according to reggaetón standards is impossible without 
self-confidence. Add material assets of great monetary value as well as little or no 
hesitation to use violence against any man trying to make a dent in his male ego, and 
a large part of the components of reggaetón’s hegemonic masculinity has been 
covered. Machismo ideals are consistently running through, constructing the man as a 
dominant possessor of the most desirable qualities, never lacking in authority.37 T3, 
from which the quote above has been taken, expresses this more explicitly than any of 
the other songs. The “violent flow” with which the protagonist is allegedly walking, 
refers to a certain air of primacy and confidence surrounding him. This excellence is 
making him and his group of friends stand out, signaling to other men to respect him 
and his “crew”, and by describing his “crew” with the word cabrón (slang for idiot or 
“dude”) he seems to further warn other men that he and his friends are indeed 
potentially dangerous. In the closing part of the song, the singer states “the country 
becomes paralyzed as soon as we land”, where this paralysis could be a result of both 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  36	  T3.	  37	  Nieves Moreno, Alfredo, ”A Man Lives Here: Reggaeton’s Hypermasculine Resident”, in Rivera et 
al., 2009, p. 255.	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fear and of bedazzlement caused by awe. Whether this be because of their “flow” or 
appearance, this group is clearly worthy of other men’s attention.  
Furthermore, the lines “Dude, don’t pick a fight […] Give me a chance, we 
can fight anyone” are clearly adding to this image of being dangerous and violent as 
well as more skilled fighters than other men. Thus, they claim to be the ones in 
control at the disco where the song narrative mainly takes place. T13 expresses a 
similar assessment of control, once again within a party context: “In this party we do 
whatever we want / Because the tough guys are at the party”, tough in this sense 
referring to themselves and meaning being able to – possibly with violence – 
dominate anyone showing dislike of them and what they are doing. Tough is, in 
addition, undoubtedly a conspicuous expression of masculinity, and an umbrella term 
for certain desirable masculine features within the hegemonic macho masculinity.  
 Toughness and materialism merge in T3, with the protagonist glorifying his 
“track as a mafia boss” while bragging about consequently not having to work hard in 
order to be the owner of a bracelet that “costs a couple of kilos” and a “car from 
Germany”. He seems to not think of carrying out criminal acts in order to earn 
expensive goods in negative terms; instead, he maintains a calm attitude, asserting his 
toughness by describing his way of doing things as “loose […] as if [he] were 
sneaking something into the airport”, again referring to criminality. Material things 
become another way of competing against other men in the game of hegemonic 
masculinity; the aforementioned German car that the protagonist is in possession of is 
mentioned right after having introduced another man – “the little boy”. The 
diminutive form of referring to him is in itself demeaning, and the seemingly 
degrading tone in which he is presented – “Look who just arrived to the party / 
Nothing more and nothing less than the little boy” – adds to that disdain. To follow 
with the protagonist suddenly bringing up having a German car despite living in 
Puerto Rico, works as a way of contrasting himself with this “little boy” and hence 
putting himself on a pedestal. In the same way, having used several metaphors and 
symbols for expressing pre-eminence, the protagonist eventually decides not to beat 
around the bush anymore: “I’m superior to my opponents with my creativity”. Thus, 
there is no mistaking his superior masculinity.  
  Although few lyrics of the songs chosen for my analysis talk about 
masculinity in its purest form, solely in relation to oneself as a man and other men and 
isolated from women, I concluded it fruitful to first trace the core of hegemonic 
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masculinity to then connect it to the more complex aspects of masculinity including 
women. In essence, being a hegemonically masculine man according to reggaetón 
presupposes a tremendous amount of self-confidence; being “tough” and in control, 
many times including use or threat of violence; and possessing expensive things. 
Mostly, however, these traits intertwine with the most important ability of reggaetón 
masculinity: womanizing. As in T10, where the protagonist tells the woman that “if 
[she has] a boyfriend, he’d better stay out of it / He’s got problems, I’ll take out my 
gun”, violence is once again used against another man but this time as a threat to her 
possible boyfriend in case he would protest against the protagonist getting involved 
with her. Most commonly, sexual innuendos of varying explicitness run through lyrics 
containing this type of male rivalry. One example is T13, where the line “Tomando 
más gata pa’ que Tiger Woods” could be interpreted as meaning that the protagonist 
is “Getting around like Tiger Woods”, referring to Woods’ alleged sexual addiction. 
This, followed by “I’m so hot / I illuminate the spot, fresh and clean / And we keep 
going to the top” combine the male sexual virility with an exaggerated self-
confidence as well as superiority. Accordingly, a clear pattern of the man claiming to 
know better than any other man how to charm and please women sexually is 
becoming visible through the majority of the lyrics, and this is what is being analyzed 
in the following chapter. 
 
5.1.2. The Superior Sexual Pleaser and Rival 
 
Give me a call and I’ll come to save you / I’ll take you away from this 
madness […] Let me pick you up and you’ll see / That you won’t want to 
go back to him / You’re only going to want to be mine.38 
 
Men stating superiority over other men as a way of claiming power in the power game 
of masculinity through extreme self-confidence, materialism and violence is what has 
so far been discussed as a crucial part of hegemonic reggaetón masculinity. However, 
using women as a means to principally dominate other men but consequently also the 
women themselves, is in fact notably more common in the songs of this analysis. By 
presenting oneself as more experienced and knowledgeable in how to please women 
than other men, a man is thus contrasting himself to whom will here be referred to as 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  38	  T1.	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“the other man”, a man with less or no knowledge in that area, and who has possibly 
cheated on or abused women. 
 The example T1 quoted above is one of the more platonic songs on this theme; 
the majority alludes to sex, and the man specifically aiming – and always succeeding 
– to please the women sexually. By doing this, he assumes a position of power over 
other men, taking pride in having women enjoy what he does – sexually or non-
sexually – to them. The insufficiency of “the other man” is as mentioned an effective 
tool of asserting and upholding this power position. In T1, the man who appears to be 
the female character’s boyfriend has let her down by not answering her calls and 
having disappointed her in general, and has thus left her feeling lonely. The 
protagonist then sees his opportunity to come to the rescue, assuring the woman that 
he is only a call away if she “need[s] a man” and someone to “show [her] how [she] 
forget[s] the pain”. By describing the situation the woman is currently in with her 
boyfriend as “madness”, and expressing a want to “come and save [her]”, the 
protagonist is depicting himself as the hero – “the good guy”. Additionally, by 
encouraging the woman to contact him if she needs “a man”, he is then insinuating 
the deficiency of the man who let her down and consequently failed to live up to 
being “a man”, a role instead seized by the protagonist. Further on, he leaves no doubt 
as to whether he will achieve bigger success in pleasing the woman than “the other 
man”; “I’ll give you what you need […] you’ll see how quickly you’re going to forget 
about him”. Hence, healing broken hearts does not strike him as difficult thanks to his 
full-fledged experience with satisfying women.  
 Other than superiority, uniqueness constitutes another significant ideal for the 
masculine man in relation to women, these two interlinking in fulfilling the man’s 
role as a pleaser but also as desirable for women. What he performs when in the 
company of women is unachievable by other men; in T4, this is referred to as “the 
code”, an almost instinctive certainty vis-à-vis what women long for. Reggaetón 
masculinity, as discussed, relies heavily on the man’s sexuality; hence, in sexual 
relations with women is where he can excel. The lines “We’re going to do it more 
‘cause I shone like a diamond / You’re really nice, we’re going to do it twice in one 
go” from T4 distinctly combine both the male poise and sexual endurance, the former 
trait evidently having impressed the woman so as to make her want to engage in 
sexual intercourse – referred to as “doing it” – with him. The tone of the song in its 
entirety is ordering the female figure, on whom the protagonist has set his eyes, to 
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stay calm (tranquila); this serves the purpose of both maintaining control over the 
woman and the situation, as well as assuring her that he will take good care of her 
sexually. He is convinced that with the way he is planning to please her, she will want 
to stay with him all night; “Practical with you, everything you want / So that we spend 
the whole night”. Certainty of the protagonist being the prime pleaser according to the 
women is no scarce commodity in T7 or T14 either: “I know that only I can please 
you like that / And make everything in you turn on”; “Why are you taking so long? / I 
know that you want to, I can tell / By the way you’re talking to me, by looking at me / 
You can’t fool me […] I’m the one who makes her explode”. In the latter, the 
protagonist appears impatient, wanting the woman to make a possibly sexual move on 
him and seemingly surprised at how she has managed to contain herself up until that 
point. He does not seem unfamiliar to having women be attracted to him; he has 
experienced it before, another sign of confidence as part of his masculine 
attractiveness.  
 Several of the songs take place in a club or party context, a setting that serves 
as a space for forming relations potentially leading to sex, most commonly through 
dancing perreo. With determination – unmistakably fueled by sexual lust – one of the 
protagonists of T13 has set his eyes on one specific woman in a club, assuring himself 
that he has “gotta get that”. It is unclear whether “that” is referring to the woman 
herself in a slightly objectifying fashion, or getting together with the woman sexually 
or more casually; regardless, this is repeated various times throughout the verse, 
reinforcing his determination. Ironically, the same verse has less of a self-confident 
tone than what has been seen in the previous songs, almost making the man sound 
desperate when he finds out that “now she’s leaving / And I don’t know if she’ll come 
back”, and asks her to “Baby, come with me”. Whereas the other men might have 
taken for granted that she would have changed her mind about leaving just to be with 
them, the protagonist of T13 does not seem too convinced. Thus, he then moves on to 
offering to not just buy her drinks but also encouraging her to ask for whatever she 
wants, after begging her to “come with me and get into the mood / I hope you come”. 
The difference between hoping and knowing she will come could be substantial in 
stating masculinity, in which being brimful of self-confidence is crucial. In contrast, 
the protagonist in T8 boldly orders a woman he has spotted dancing in the club to 
“come and lubricate […] And you’ll see that you’ll stick with me, mami”. Not only do 
these lines expose the sexual nature of the perreo as a potential pre-coital ritual; they 
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also convey that confidence where the man takes for granted that the woman will 
want to stay with him after she has gotten a taste of what he has to offer, with him 
already having made her sexually aroused. 
 Compared to several of the other songs, however, the ones quoted thus far are 
considerably subtler as far as making references to sexual intercourse. Sex, indeed, 
often acts as the thematic glue that connects and holds most reggaetón songs together. 
Obviously, when talking about sex, the patterns are equal to the ones hitherto 
discussed: the male protagonists knowing better than any other man what every 
woman’s sexual preferences are, and hence has the ability to amaze her sexually. The 
explicit coital references in T5, for example, are evident: 
 
I have the capacity to visit you on the inside / And do it to you however you 
want / I know that you prefer me and you give it hard when you come / My 
name, she always responds to me strongly / The way that we do it, and how 
we know each other now / It’s a pleasure devouring you in my bed again. 
 
There is no doubt that sexual intercourse is what is being talked about here; unlike the 
aforementioned and slightly cryptic expression “doing it”, the man is unequivocally 
referring to penetrational intercourse with the woman. Judging from the last two lines, 
this is not the first time the two are engaging in intercourse; the woman coming back 
to him is a verification of his abilities to pleasure her, making him certain that she 
prefers him over other men. Gender dynamic-wise, in this scene the man is in charge 
and the woman the “receiver” responding to his moves; by using words and 
expressions like “do it to you”, “she always responds to me strongly” and “devouring 
you”, he is confirmed as the more dominant person of the two. The strong response 
from the woman, her “giv[ing] it hard” when she climaxes, manifests the man’s 
success. However, the woman is not completely passive in this scene; she does have a 
say in what she wants, although the protagonist appears quite confident that he already 
knows what this is.  
 Sexual acts can also work as a way for men to give women feeling lonely some 
company:  
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I’m the one who takes away your loneliness […] She likes it when I kiss 
her, when I touch her, when I flatter her / When I grab her thing and touch 
her / And when she grabs mine, my darling is activated real hard.39 
  
Regardless of what the man does romantically or sexually to this woman, her 
reactions are purely positive and showing arousal. Hence, as Jiménez puts it, the 
woman in reggaetón “could not not get satisfaction” in the man’s company.40 T7, by 
the same token, revolves around the same consent that the male protagonist simply 
cannot fail to turn on and consequently please his female companion:  
 
I know that only I can please you like that / And make everything in you 
turn on / I look at you and the game begins, and it was you […] In the dark 
I get the attitude out of her / I make her turn into Catwoman / And she 
becomes electric […] She likes it when I cover her with kisses. 
 
Here, we return once again to the uniqueness the men are striving for. Using a 
superhero character to describe the state into which the woman goes when the man 
signals to her that intercourse is about to take place, serves as a strong expression of 
him having accomplished something that other men have failed to do. The 
overwhelming reaction he receives from the woman indicates superiority of being 
able to please the woman so as to provoke such a reaction.  
 Important to realize here is that what fuels the strong desire in these men to, in 
turn, fulfill women’s desires does not come from an altruistic female-centric point of 
view; rather, what they aim for is to earn respect and dominance from other men in 
the hierarchy of reggaetón masculinity by mastering the art of pleasing – the already 
inferior – women. Likewise, it is obvious that, with Wodak, “Masculinity is about 
looking at women, judging them for their physical appearance and attracting them in 
order to get sex rather than love or relationships”.41 And indeed, reggaetón seems to 
almost discourage men from engaging in serious relationships with women; the next 
chapter explains why this might be.  
 
  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  39	  T8.	  40	  Jiménez, in Rivera et al., 2009, p. 232.	  41	  Wodak, 1997, p. 127.	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5.1.3. The Victim of Betrayal 
 
I feel the betrayal, yes, you killed me / You go be with him now / You 
messed me up / You damaged my heart. […] I’d like to forget about you in 
a thousand ways / I never imagined that this would happen to me.42 
 
Men’s experiences with women so far give an impression of being merely sexual. The 
men go out to a club with the purpose of searching for a special, seductive woman 
skillful in dancing and willing to release her inhibitions with them. There might be 
romantic feelings smoldering underneath the surface, but the expressions de facto are 
predominantly sexual. When it comes to actual romantic relationships deeper and 
more long-term than occasional coitus, however, the songs unanimously deal with one 
of the most negative and unfortunate aspects of a relationship – betrayal. In all cases, 
the protagonist is the one who has been made victim of infidelity, consequently 
making the woman guilty of cheating on him.  
 T15 speaks of male heartbreak in clearer terms than any other song; 
obliterated with the pain the woman he loved has caused him through her betrayal, 
there is a hopelessness running through saying that he might never recuperate from it, 
with both his heart and himself being “dead”. Even though people had advised him 
not to get involved romantically with this woman, he seems to have been blinded by 
love and desire, and instead “like crazy [he] chased after her”. He ignored the 
warnings of potentially getting hurt, and is now indirectly claiming that she gave him 
no choice but to go after her because of her seductiveness. Perhaps the two were 
simultaneously playing a gender-dichotomic game of seduction, a game where the 
man is usually pursuing a woman who, in turn, pretends to resist and by this creating 
a build-up of excitement (one example of this situation specifically is T14: “She likes 
that I’m insisting although she’s resisting”). Regardless, he is now the one paying the 
higher price of devastation; having been “fooled by her caresses”, he “was drawn into 
[her] heart” without being able to control his feelings. By connecting this scenario 
with the previous chapter, it seems that perhaps the only circumstance under which a 
man can lose control without being regarded as less masculine, is when romantically 
involved with women. A definite shift in control can be found in T15; the protagonist 
was under the impression that he knew what he was doing when he started to chase 	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after her, to which she responded with false signs of love causing him to fall deeper 
for her and consequently making the heartbreak all the more difficult. Whereas the 
theme of male heartbreak caused by a woman – a kind of emotional position of 
inferiority in relation to the woman – is rather common in reggaetón, there is a 
definite absence of songs on masculine inferiority in relation to other men. It goes to 
show, then, that masculinity is primarily proven between the individuals of the 
superior gender in reggaetón, the man, and that a loss of control in the company of a 
woman is not shunned in reggaetón music like the former.  
 Elaborating on the topic of control, the protagonist of T6 is, in contrast, 
regaining control of a situation where he has been betrayed numerous times in a 
relationship that he has now had enough of. While he has already given up on the 
woman, she in turn keeps trying to contact him, leaving him no choice but to ask her 
to leave him alone, maintaining a position of dignity in contrast to her. His feelings 
for her have faded, and he appears slightly disgusted at her still insisting when asking 
the question “Why don’t you understand that I don’t love you anymore, woman?” He 
then follows this by the rather harsh lines “Anyone can give me what you give me / In 
case you didn’t know, I’ve got thousands afterwards”, clearly stating that she was not 
special to him, and that he can easily have any woman he wants out of the 
“thousands” apparently interested in him. Hence, he has no need to mourn the end of 
their relationship and having been betrayed; listeners cannot be certain of whether this 
statement acts as a personal affirmation with the purpose of assuring himself that he 
will not let the situation get to him, or if he is in fact so popular among women that 
they are lining up to be with him. Either he actually feels no sadness from the 
betrayal, or he is showing a tough façade in a machismo fashion.  
The protagonist of T11, on the other hand, allows himself to grieve the loss of 
a relationship. It is similar to T6 in that an immature woman is responsible for this 
loss, but the protagonist admits to having cried over her and finding it impossible to 
forget about her, the melancholy and the memories of her and her dancing lingering 
“wherever he goes”. She assumedly used just this, her dancing that “bewitches”, to 
make him fall for her, but unlike the casual encounters previously discussed it then 
evolved into a more romantic relationship. Nostalgically, he thinks back on the short 
romance before the heartbreak, when “for one instant he was king”; perhaps 
describing himself as being “king” also works as a masculinity statement as he 
succeeded to win this woman over, if only for a short period of time. As sad as he 
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might be over the breakup, he need not take responsibility for it as she was the one – 
the “murderess” – who “didn’t know how to take care of” the love.   
A relevant question to ask in this context, considering the significance of 
masculinity in reggaetón, would be: what constitutes the bigger dent in the man’s 
masculine ego – him cheating on a woman, or a woman cheating on him with another 
man? Judging from the songs analyzed in this chapter, it appears that the prevalence 
of latter outweighs the former in reggaetón. This is interesting, because one would 
think that if a woman made the active decision to engage in relations with a man other 
than the protagonist, that would demonstrate an insufficiency in the protagonist. 
Similarly, due to his – according to machismo – “natural” sexual virility, 
stereotypically it would be quite natural for him to not settle for a monogamous 
relationship. However, the latter instead fills a function of contrasting “the evil 
woman” against “the good man”, possibly adding to the hegemonic masculinity that 
way, as well as the polarity of the genders. Logically, the songs could also reflect 
personal experiences of either the male, heterosexual artists themselves, or the 
songwriters, which undoubtedly colors the depictions of either gender. 
 
5.1.4. The Man in Love 
It is evident from the songs analyzed that love and romance are themes that have had 
to yield to the sexual aspect of heterosexual relations. Although various songs contain 
romantic parts – perhaps to slightly outbalance the abundant sexual references – the 
only purely romantic song among the 16 without any mentioning of sex is T12, which 
in its song title “Estoy enamorado” (“I’m in love”) clearly states that love is indeed 
the focus of the song. Something that additionally contrasts this song to the others is 
the fact that the gender of the person he is in love with is never mentioned de facto in 
the lyrics; with heterosexuality being a cornerstone of Latino hegemonic masculinity, 
this is indeed surprising. Whether it be by pronouns or nicknames insinuating female 
gender, all of the other songs expressly speak of women and thus stressing the artists’ 
heterosexuality. However, although the protagonist of T12 never mentions the gender 
of the person he’s fallen for, it is perhaps not too implausible to assume that this 
person is, in fact, a woman, based on the heterosexual jargon of reggaetón and the 
tolerance of homosexuality possibly being low.  
 T12 talks about the man experiencing the “honeymoon” period of being in 
love during which one can experience an almost dreamlike, overwhelming state of 
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giddiness, with the person he is in love with making him “crazy”. Another word used 
to describe what has caused this shift in emotions for him is that the other person has 
“envenomed” him, and therefore he indirectly describes this person as the “guilty” 
one in this situation, having caused his loss of control. An equally strong term is used 
to describe what the women have done to make the men fall in love with them in T11, 
with his loved one apparently having “bewitched” him. Acting “crazy”, as in the case 
of T12, appears to be a result of the woman stripping the man of his male sanity by 
making him fall in love with her.  
 Lyrics expressing love without any sexual undertones, then, seem to be scarce 
within the reggaetón genre. However, this should come as no surprise taking into 
consideration the common gender stereotypes of not just Latin America but also 
gender discourses in general, where love and commitment is usually seen as 
something for women to seek after, whereas heterosexual sex constitutes the man’s 
main interest.43 Thus, Danny Fornaris is taking a risk with his song only about being 
in love within a music genre built on such a strictly sexual foundation, with regard to 
stating hegemonic masculinity. Was he perhaps trying to mainly appeal to a female 
audience with this song, or were his intentions to somewhat shake up and broaden the 
spectrum of reggaetón masculinity – as well as femininity – with a song about mutual, 
faithful and platonic love?  
 
 
5.2. The Woman and Femininity 
When it comes to women and femininity ideals, there is no actually recognized 
intelligible equivalent to hegemonic masculinity. Connell has touched upon the topic, 
suggesting the term emphasized femininity as an umbrella term to cover traits viewed 
as standard for women, such as subordination, timidity and an aim to please men, with 
a minimal degree of actual sexual desires and instead a will to search for the 
emotional, romantic part of heterosexual relationships. This type of femininity is not 
hegemonic in the sense that masculinity is, as it does not search to assess dominance; 
instead, it is the femininity most widely used and supported in all layers of society, 
including the media.44 In reggaetón and in Latin America, these, of course, interact 
with machismo and marianismo.  	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The pleasing aspect of being a woman is exposed in this chapter, with 
obviously sexual undertones and with the task of confirming the man’s masculinity; 
so are the components of female freedom. Although freedom of movement, abuse and 
activity is inextricably linked to potential sexual freedom, I have chosen to separate 
these two into one chapter each, as the second is of a more complex nature than the 
first. Lastly, I will be looking at the woman in a relationship context from both the 
side of the betrayer and as the one having been betrayed. 
 
5.2.1. The Free Woman 
 
She rebelled / She got tired of cleaning and ironing / She turned into a 
phenomenon / And he couldn’t do anything / She took away his cockiness 
and left him.45 
 
Women’s freedom, unlike men’s, is a rather common topic in reggaetón judging from 
the selection of songs in this thesis. While male freedom is taken for granted, and free 
access to the public sphere is seen as a natural part of men’s life, female freedom is 
more of a privilege that comes with certain restrictions. The potentially positive 
freedom could easily backfire, giving the woman a bad reputation should she cross 
the line surrounding the norm of appropriate female behavior. Freedom for women in 
the meaning of breaking free from a male partner, living according to her own desires 
and spending time outside of the household, is talked about dichotomically either in 
fully positive or negative terms. T2, quoted above, is a perfect example of this 
madonna-whore dichotomy.  
 T2 tells the story of a heterosexual relationship where a supposedly common 
situation arises with a man promising his girlfriend “houses, cars [and] trips” but 
without fulfilling any of these promises due to his scarce finances. Instead, he locks 
her inside the house “like a tied-up dog”, where she constantly “cleans, washes, irons, 
cooks, worse than a slave”. For several years, the “very naïve” woman keeps her 
hopes up for him one day actually living up to what he promised her; eventually, as 
no change occurs, she decides that she has had enough of his lies and the conditions 
under which she is living, and she rebels against him. One could assume that after 
having been in a relationship under such slave-like conditions without being allowed 	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to even leave the house, the emancipation would be described as positive; however, 
this is not the case.  
 To begin with, the description of the woman is rather simplistic in that she 
seems to have fallen not for the man himself but for the promises of the material 
things he made her; this, in turn, creates an image of her as a shallow and materialistic 
“gold digger”. Simultaneously, it gives the impression that she would indeed be in 
need of a man in order to achieve these things, hence her staying in the relationship 
for as long as she does. She as a woman, then, is by herself supposedly unable to 
reach the economic status needed in order to afford these expensive items. 
Comparatively, doing household work is considered a female task in not only Latin 
America but also the world in general, which creates the “natural” division of which 
gender belongs in which sphere. Thus, once the woman rebels it is seemingly not 
because of her spending all her time in the household – although the extreme 
circumstances surely catalyzed her rebelling – but because her boyfriend let her down 
and did not take care of her the way he had vowed to. The listener is made to feel 
sorry for her, for enduring such a harsh life and for being a good woman by obeying 
her boyfriend although still being treated badly; this rapidly changes, however, once 
she, metaphorically and literally, “change[s] her apron for a short skirt”. This 
metaphor works as a way of substantializing the madonna-whore dichotomy; she is 
unable to maintain a state of neutral being, and is instead either “too good” or “too 
slutty”. In an instant, by rebelling, the woman turned into the latter, a “phenomenon”; 
 
And now she always dresses up and paints her lips / She walks on the 
streets with very little clothes / It seems like she’s gotten angry or crazy / 
Now she neither washes nor cooks anymore / All day sun tanning by the 
pool / She takes your credit card and she emptied it. 
 
The first lines referring to her appearance clearly accuse her of whore-like tendencies, 
a sign of her apparently having gone insane. It is unclear whether she is being 
projected this way because the destructive relationship she broke free from has 
damaged her mentally, or because she is incapable of handling – and presenting 
herself decently in – the public sphere. Combining this negative projection with 
establishing the fact that she “neither washes nor cooks anymore” effectively affirms 
that a “good woman” does indeed attend to the household chores. What she seems to 
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be doing after rebelling, with “sun tanning by the pool” as well as dressing up and 
putting on make-up, is enjoying not being limited to the house and being under her 
boyfriend’s control, but instead doing things for herself. This, however, is not 
regarded as something positive; rather, it is a sign of the woman becoming “too free”, 
as there appears to be such a state for women in contrast to men. She uses this 
freedom to get her revenge by not only using her boyfriend’s credit card without 
permission, but also taking “everything [he] had”.  
There are thus several causes to why the woman who broke free is depicted 
negatively. First and foremost, she stopped taking care of the household and traded 
the private sphere for the public sphere, which is still a dominantly male-coded area. 
Breaking free from her boyfriend’s control, secondly, is a radical act considering the 
machismo culture permeating Latin America in which the man fills the role of the 
leader in a relationship. Thirdly, she began doing things for her own sake rather than 
for others, and hence straying from the marianismo ideals of the caretaking, altruistic 
woman. Fourthly, she avenges her boyfriend for having controlled her and kept her 
under such strict control, an apparently un-feminine gesture. In summary, what this 
song signals is that although a woman should not accept a restrained life like the one 
of the female character, she needs to maintain an equilibrium of time spent at home 
and outside as well as mind how she presents herself in the latter in order to protect 
her reputation as “a good woman”.  
Although T9 tells a similar background story of women breaking away from 
controlling boyfriends and pursuing their own happiness, female freedom is in this 
song, in contrast, talked about solely as positive. Thus, controlling men appear 
somewhat common in reggaetón, although these men in question are never the 
protagonists but are instead referred to in third person. The type of revenge these 
women are after is based on happiness and carefreeness rather than depriving their 
former boyfriends of their possessions. They are planning  
 
to forget that man who wanted to control them / And they’re not going to 
stop until the sun shines / Because they’re independent / And today they’re 
going to drink / And they’re going to toast to the man who wanted to 
control them  
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The upbeat and festive tone compared to T2 is evident; they are celebrating their 
independence and showing that they do not need a man to achieve happiness and 
fulfillment. Therefore, T2 stands out from the majority of the other songs by stating 
redundancy of a male figure in a woman’s life; equally, dressing up and dancing is 
executed on the women’s own terms instead of only for the sake of attracting and 
seducing men (see next chapter). On the contrary, the men are told to “be afraid of 
them” since they “changed their attitude” and are now to be seen as able to fend and 
pay for themselves. The primary signification of independence in this song, however, 
is being single; a legitimate question would then be if the man’s state of 
independences relies to an equal extent on his relationship status as that of a woman?  
 
5.2.2. The Sexual, Wild Dancer and Seductress 
 
Look at her how she dances / With her sensual body, how she wants to turn 
me on / Moving that booty / I start to think if she does it well or does it 
badly.46 
 
The reggaetón genre has been accused of reducing women to merely means of 
pleasing the men sexually through dancing and intercourse. This, consequently, 
constructs femininity through male desire, which makes the woman a secondary actor, 
her social status relying not on herself but on the response received at her position as 
a male-owned “trophy”.47 Interestingly, with sexuality playing a crucial part in 
reggaetón thematic, female sexuality in reggaetón contra in society diverge; while the 
marianismo ideal limits a woman’s sexuality to reproduction in order to maintain a 
chaste and honorable femininity, in reggaetón she is instead encouraged to release her 
wild, sexual side otherwise restrained. This often happens through dancing perreo, 
commonly serving as foreplay. However – relating to the aforementioned criticism of 
reggaetón – it is vital that her sexual emancipation and seduction be with the 
protagonist himself; thus, we return to the woman as a confirmer of the man’s sexual 
virility in the gender game of attraction and giving/receiving pleasure (“I look at you 
and the game begins”).48  	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 Important to realize is that the women dancing in a sexual fashion in reggaetón 
narratives do not, unlike in T9, typically dance that way for their own enjoyment, but 
instead to attract male attention and awaken male desire. In chapter 4, I analyzed and 
discussed masculinity and dominance as a result of being able to please a woman 
better than other men; but in the first place, the seduction begins with the woman 
signaling to the male protagonist with her body and gaze that she is sexually 
interested in him. In other words, she directs herself towards a specific man – the 
protagonist – with the purpose of turning him on, as in the quote from T8 above. Her 
dancing, appearance and the glances she casts the chosen man, then, become 
instruments for provoking a reaction from him; another example of this is provided by 
T4:  
 
The way that she looks at me, and her dress, really nice / Makes me feel 
cold as if I were ice / But she gets close to me dancing / She has a doctorate 
in Tony Dize [Puerto Rican/American reggaetón artist] / I see your body, 
wow.  
 
The woman’s physical appearance and skills are regarded as her primary assets here, 
generally constituting the main part of the standard portrayal of female characters in 
reggaetón. Sexualization of the female body in a dance context shows that the 
desirable traits of femininity according to men in reggaetón center on these assets; 
“My darling, move your body / Your hips set it on fire […] A body that’s screaming 
out for samba and heat”;49 “Let’s make it naughty / To make all body parts shake / 
Hard, from head to toe / Keep going, don’t stop / Move it the way that you do it”; 50  
“I like how you walk, the way that she looks at me”.51 While the latter seemingly 
expresses the way in which the man aims for the dancing to be executed, the 
vocabulary used implies that it could be referring to sexual intercourse instead. In the 
same song, the man is encouraging the woman to “get [her] wild side on”, which 
brings us to one of the most prevalent themes of femininity running through the 
songs: the woman losing her inhibitions and going wild in the company of the 
protagonist.   
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 The phrase “whatever happens in the disco, stays in the disco” – also the title 
of T10 – is particularly telling in this context. The disco becomes a liberating space 
for women to act out sexually with men, something that in a societal context would be 
looked at as inappropriate behavior. In the same disco, “the sexy babes are dancing 
out of control”, which subsequently leads to “sex without control”.52 Thus, the 
threshold of acceptable sexual expression is considerably higher for women at parties 
and discos than outside of them, and sexually explicit dancing is indeed to be 
expected on the dance floor with the perreo’s clear connection to reggaetón. In T8, 
the protagonist is asking a woman to keep dancing in order to kill his curiosity, 
clearly expressing a desire to get to know the woman through the heavily intimate 
perreo dance (“You slowly come closer to me, and I come from behind”). This could 
mean that a woman, who in everyday life would keep a certain distance to unknown 
men, is more open to nearing men in a more sexual fashion inside the disco. In fact, 
her purpose is to catch the man’s – the protagonist’s – eye by acts of seduction, and 
thus pleasing the man visually. Sometimes, all it takes is subtly hinting an interest 
while playing hard to get; “Hey, tell me if you’re alone / Why you’re ignoring me like 
that […] You pretend, but I know you’re looking for me”;53 or simply radiating a 
“sexy” air telling the man she is interested and sexually open: “I see you walk in the 
club / Showing off her sexy flow / A horny girl“.54 Mostly, however, a wilder type of 
dancing is needed to spark an interest and arousal in the man; “She goes crazy when 
she climbs onto the stage / She likes to be up there, the way she becomes aggressive / 
The way she touches herself fascinates me, it motivates me”; “She is a wild beast, the 
way she provokes me when it’s time to dance”.55 Because she fills a role of 
reinforcing, defining and strengthening a man’s masculinity, she can act out on his 
terms, as her behavior is a sign of the man’s desirability and a proof of his ability to 
have those effects on her. It then seems as if there is a simplification in the portrayals 
of desirable masculinity contra femininity, where both are reduced to sexual beings; 
women’s only way to stand out and attract men is to dance sexually and wildly, which 
moreover sends out a message of women’s duty to only aim for satisfying men’s 
sexual needs with their dancing.  	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The combination of the reggaetón music, the perreo and the man she is 
dancing with or is being observed by hence bring out a wilder, more sexual side of the 
woman. The music merely sets the scene (“This is the music that makes your body 
sweat […] Play the dembow, ‘cause it makes her go down, go down”).56 What it does, 
however, along with the dance, is contributing to the atmosphere and creating a 
possible sexual culmination. Apparently, a woman’s goal with going out to dance is 
not to enjoy the dance in itself, but because she is looking to seduce a man; “Today, 
yes, you went out ready for me / I just threw the bait”.57 Furthermore, the dance could 
fill a function a bodily preparation for intercourse for the woman: “You shake it on 
me, you tell me / I need you to come and lubricate”.58 Because women’s part at times 
consists of playing hard to get, the protagonist in this case takes the initiative to set 
the sexual agenda. First impressions, then, can be deceiving as all women are depicted 
as deep down sexually interested in the protagonist but managing to cover their 
attraction up to varying degrees; “If your looks tell me that you’re horny / That you 
get shy in front of people, simulating”.59 This is the same woman who is later talked 
about as the woman who “plays hard to get and then […]” followed by a censored 
part possibly meaning “she sucks it”, implying that she performs oral sex “in the disco 
or in the cars or at any place / The important thing is to please you, and also to take 
risks”.60 Here, it is explicitly stated that her main concern is the man’s pleasure. 
Interestingly, a type of behavior that strays far from the marianismo ideals and 
societal norms, normally classifying as “slutty”, is talked about in this song as 
positive and exciting. Being a sexually active and adventurous woman equals being 
slightly crazy, “a snake with a bestial fury”, but as long as she uses this “bestial fury” 
to please the protagonist, he has no complaints.  
The craziness continues once the protagonist is in bed with the woman, in 
what seems to be an insatiability from her part as the man begins to show her what he 
is capable of: “You’re a villain and now look at you on top of me […] And now 
you’re not getting off me”; “in the darkness [she turns into] the horny one”.61 Once 
the woman allows the man to “visit [her] on the inside”, she maintains some control 	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over the course of sexual events; although she might be allowed significantly more 
sexual freedom in reggaetón than in everyday life in the Latin American society, she 
is still traditionally the more sexually conservative of the two, and the one who needs 
to keep the sexual man in check: “It depends on you, what you want me to feel / And 
if you undress while we’re getting to know each other”.62  
In summary, female sexual expressions appear more acceptable in a disco or 
party context. However, it is important to remember that the portrayals come from a 
perspective of male desire, which constructs the woman according to the men’s 
preferences. As long as her dancing and sexual performances take place in the 
company of the protagonist, she is safe from negative representations; should she 
stray from these, though, she could risk being judged as promiscuous and scandalous. 
Perhaps reggaetón acts as a way for men to express their sexual fantasies, of women 
letting go of their usual inhibitions in their company, and thus creating a kind of 
double-personality female image, mystifying the woman. The question is whether this 
fills a liberating function or not, or simply a confusing one, coming from a male 
perspective.  
 
5.2.3. The Unfaithful Heartbreaker 
 
My heart is dead / She went and got me tangled up in her spider web / She 
made me believe in her love / Many warned me that looks can be deceiving 
/ That she was going to cause me pain […] She said that she loved me / I 
discovered that all of it was a lie / And she laughed at me / I curse the time 
and the day that she took away my life.63 
 
Female seduction was a vital part of the previous chapter, a theme also recurring in 
the rather common narratives of betrayal. Instead of a coital culmination, however, 
the stories of seduction end with male heartbreak, the woman being the villain of the 
piece. She is believed to possess an almost magical ability to lure men in, and 
according to the protagonists at times sets out to purposely betray them once she has 
cast a spell of love on them. Strong words such as “murderess”, “witch” and “cheater” 
are used to make the listener understand the gravitas of the betrayal, which at the 	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same time constructs the man as the innocent person who was unable to protect 
himself from the wicked woman.64  
 One would be correct to assume that there are gender stereotypes regarding 
the roles of respective gender in relationships embedded in the dramatic 
representations of women as cheaters in these lyrics. Although falling victim of 
betrayal is indeed traumatic and painful for both men and women, the hegemonic 
masculinity norm of machismo regarding a man’s sexual drive contra being in a 
monogamous relationship almost excuses and justifies male infidelity because of a 
supposed biological instinct to engage in sexual relations with more than one woman 
at a time. This, in correlation with traditional ideals influenced by marianismo saying 
that women have no interest in sex but rather prefer to invest in the romantic, family-
oriented aspects of a relationship, makes for a major shock when a woman cheats on 
her male partner.65 Hence, the expectations of infidelity usually involve men and not 
women. 
 The protagonist’s devastation is undeniable in T15 quoted above; allegedly, 
the intentions of his female lover were indeed to reel him in – first by her looks, then 
by seduction, followed by verbal and physical tokens of love – only to betray him 
with another man while laughing at the protagonist for his gullibility Although he had 
already been warned about her being that way, and about that “looks can be 
deceiving”, she managed to convince him thanks to her skillfulness in malice. 
Coming from the perspective of a heart-broken and disappointed man, it is difficult to 
tell whether her signs of love were genuine or just part of a hurtful game; judging by 
the way he describes her, though, they were all lies. The woman, in turn, comes off as 
purely evil and unreliable, having hurt the man so deeply that there seems to be no 
way for him to mend the heart and soul that got broken by this “love murderess”; the 
way that the course of events is described indicates that she is to blame for heartlessly 
seducing him. Furthermore, the phrase “For you it’s really easy to meet men” could 
insinuate that she does not get emotionally attached to men and thus has no problem 
leaving one man to move onto the next, unlike the protagonist who indeed gets 
emotionally involved in his relationships. Simultaneously, he could be blaming her of 
“slutty” behavior. 	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 While there is no doubt that the female person betrayed the protagonist in T15 
specifically by cheating on him, the reason for the protagonist leaving his girlfriend is 
not as clear in T6. He accuses her of immature behavior; jealousy and over-
protectiveness had become normal in their relationship until he declares that he wants 
nothing more to do with her. Nevertheless, the line “The one who’s thinking it is the 
one who’s doing it / That’s why you were jealous of your cousin with me” suggests 
that the woman is, indeed, guilty of infidelity but is covering it up by blaming him for 
the same thing.66 The woman seems to have let him down repeatedly, and has now 
proven to be unworthy of a relationship with the protagonist, or in any type of 
relationship (“Having a relationship is too much for you”). Her attempts to win him 
back by calling and sending him text messages are in vain; he has already moved on, 
and has come to the realization that “anyone can give me what you give me”. Thus, 
he is reducing her to just a woman in the crowd and choosing to forget the positive 
things they might have once shared. Together with T11, it builds up a female 
character who was formerly the object of his love but made the mistake of either 
betraying him or handling his love in an immature way, and consequently caused the 
relationship to end. The protagonist in T11 seems keen to make the woman suffer for 
the pain she caused him; calling her “murderess” for not knowing how to respond to 
his love appropriately, he then hopes that she will “mourn [him] in the favela”. The 
amount of space dedicated to this woman’s dancing in the song implies that she 
perhaps hurt the protagonist by dancing with other men, and by how she was dancing 
with them. The common denominator here, then, is the woman being the villain. 
 
5.2.4. The Victim of Betrayal 
As discussed in the chapter 4.1.2, the woman is often used as a communicator of 
hegemonic masculinity, an indicator of male power and superiority. By narrating a 
story of “the other man” having failed at treating a woman well, the protagonist is put 
in a potential position of winning the betrayed and disappointed woman over. What 
these songs have in common is a conception of the woman being in need of a man to 
gain or regain happiness; only in T9 is the single status talked about as a satisfactory 
state for the woman. The scarcity of female victims of betrayal choosing not to 
immediately engage in another relationship with a man could be sign of machismo’s 	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femininity constructions. A symptom of these is what Castañeda calls mujeres solas – 
lonely women – usually referring to women stepping out into the public sphere by 
themselves or accompanied by other women and because of this causing confusion or 
even suspicion from the people around them.67 Hence, machismo values of this kind 
could be the foundation of the gender dynamics of betrayal in reggaetón, where one 
man is replaced with another to fill the woman’s supposed void.  
  Ironically, the word “lonely” is the very word used in T1 to refer to the 
woman who has been let down by her boyfriend. While the protagonist is encouraging 
her to “free [her]self without fear”, what he is actually aiming for is an opportunity to 
show her his own pleasing abilities. The opening phrases of the song give an 
impression of altruistic thoughtfulness from his part, wanting her to free herself from 
her insufficient boyfriend; however, it becomes obvious that he has a personal interest 
in the situation. Instead of perhaps giving her time to think things through herself, he 
aims to speed up the process by substituting “the other man” with himself, “the good 
man”. It appears unthinkable, then, for her to not be in the company of a man, 
although this might be what she needs. In order to forget about the man who has 
betrayed her, she needs to “get[…] together” with the protagonist, possibly through 
intercourse. Furthermore, the actual liberation process from “the other man” is 
something that the protagonist should be in charge of instead of the woman herself. 
Thus, the situation almost mirrors a traditional “princess and dragon” scenario, where 
the vulnerable, passive woman is in desperate need of a male hero to come and save 
her from the evil character keeping her – literally or figuratively – locked up.  
 The woman in T2, however, was perfectly able to free herself from the 
boyfriend who was not only unable to live up to his promises and forced her to spend 
all of her time doing domestic work without being allowed to leave the house. She 
simply decided that she’d had enough and rebelled against him; what followed, 
though, was her turning into a mean, wicked “phenomenon” thirsty for revenge. First 
of all, the predominantly negative descriptions of her suggest that she overreacted in 
spite of the oppressive conditions she was living under with this man; as a woman, 
she need not have released her frustration to that extent, and should have known better 
than to avenge. Machismo ideals passed on from parents to their children throughout 
their upbringing come with clear fissures in acceptable emotional expressions for 	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respective gender; anger, for example, is discouraged in girls, and patience and calm 
should instead pervade female behavior.68 Comparing T1 and T2, the former seems to 
almost imply that in order for a woman not to go mad from letdowns in her 
relationships, another man is needed to step in and keep her balanced. So in the latter, 
in spite of nothing being mentioned about a need for “a good man” – the protagonist – 
perhaps this is what would be needed nonetheless.  
 
6. Conclusion 
The aim of this thesis was to get a closer look into the constructions of masculinity 
and femininity in the 16 songs I had selected, and how they relate to each other, 
through an analysis of the songs’ lyrics. Because of reggaetón’s popularity 
specifically in Latin America, I wanted to understand the messages projected to its 
listeners, since they surely have a potential of influencing the listeners’ mentalities 
and identities. Having completed the critical discourse analysis of these song lyrics, I 
am convinced that it has not only been a fruitful way to answer the questions 
formulated in the introductory chapters of this thesis – it has the potential of revealing 
interesting gender dynamics, themes and relations in future reggaetón discourses as 
well.  
  With men dominating the production and performance within the reggaetón 
scene, this inevitably came across in the songs, particularly in the material of my 
analysis consisting solely of male artists and consequently male perspectives. For this 
reason, machismo was ever-present in the songs, with dominance over other men, 
sexuality and womanizing being the central values coloring the portrayals of the 
protagonists themselves as well as the men and women around them. Noting this 
foundation of machismo usually based on both constant assertions of dominance 
between men and the fact that men hold a position of primary actors and women as 
secondary, it was surprising to find that the importance of the woman in reggaetón 
was indeed extensive. Self-confidence and unique superiority – crucial traits of a 
masculine man in reggaetón – are thus not only dependent on the man himself, but 
also on him succeeding in attracting women, and consequently pleasing them like no 
other man, usually through sex. The men leave no doubt in the songs as to whether 
they achieve this every time; they simply cannot fail in pleasing the many women 	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they are allegedly desired by. Thus, satisfying women – mainly sexually – is not a 
selfless act centering on the actual woman, but a tactical and mandatory move in the 
power game of hegemonic masculinity. I found this central theme especially 
interesting, primarily because it reveals a slightly more complex construction of the 
woman. Although the portrayals of women might still be laden with objectifying 
rhetoric – which earlier criticism and research often point out – she is not merely an 
object of domination to the man; instead, she fills a most empowering function for her 
male charmer, which almost puts her into her own power position. However, the male 
infallibility and irresistibility in the area of womanizing undeniably once again creates 
the woman as simplistic and without free will; hence, the criticism is in part correct, 
but there is indeed space for deeper understandings of the female roles in reggaetón. 
Furthermore, hegemonic masculinity appears to depend equally on a man’s assertion 
of self-confidence as it does on female response, making him partly reliant on women 
for his masculinity; this goes slightly against the ideals of male independence. 
 The most controversial and contrarious issue in reggaetón is indisputably sex, 
in particular when analyzing femininity. Does the gender polarity of both machismo 
and marianismo, generating a gap between exaggerated male sexuality and chaste 
female sexuality, work together with reggaetón – or is reggaetón in fact trying to 
cause a shift in these traditional gender ideals? In some aspects, it seems that the latter 
is the case. Although male hypersexuality remains uncontested, and sex seemingly 
being the men’s only purpose when approaching a woman, female sexual 
experimentation in reggaetón breaks barriers of what would usually be regarded as 
appropriate behavior. Once in the disco, she is allowed and even encouraged to go 
wild and lose her inhibitions by dancing perreo, consequently calling men’s attention 
and inviting to sexual relations. Crucial, however, is that she does not dance this way 
for her own enjoyment; the purpose is to show sexual interest in – and respond 
positively to – the protagonist of each song, and thus affirming his masculinity. This 
way, the power imbalance commonly occurring in cultural texts creating the man as 
the active gender in power by being the one looking for pleasure and the woman the 
object being looked at is substantialized.69 This, in turn, gives the woman the role as a 
shallow and passive character, whose important assets are merely physical, which also 
comes across in the reggaetón songs with continuous descriptions of the women’s 	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bodies and movements. With the sexual situations being described from a male point 
of view, the question is whether reggaetón de facto works as a mean of sexual 
liberation for women or if it only mirrors male, sex-centered fantasies. Additionally, 
there is an undeniable contradiction and contrast between reggaetón’s female ideals 
and societal expectations on women relying heavily on marianismo. 
Comparably, while male freedom is not even mentioned in the lyrics, female 
freedom seems to have no neutral state of being just freedom; it is either entirely 
positive or entirely negative. In both cases, the women have broken free from abusive 
relationships restricting their freedom. However, although the scenarios are similar, 
where the former take advantage of the situation to pursue their own interests and 
enjoy her freedom, the latter are described as having gone mad and displaying 
“inappropriate behavior” such as spending all of their time outside of the house and 
dressing up in an apparently “slutty” way, showing that women might not fit into the 
public sphere at all. Men’s presence in this sphere, however, is not problematized nor 
commented. T2 in particular was a perfect example of the madonna/whore dichotomy, 
which does not leave any space in between being saintly and promiscuous for a 
woman, mirroring the difficult balance act of trying not to fall on either side. The 
same dichotomy can be noticed when looking at the contrast between the sexual songs 
and the songs dealing with betrayal. The gap between eroticized pictures of women 
when seducing, dancing or engaging in intercourse, and women guilty of cheating, is 
clear. Strong words are used to describe her cruelty, perhaps fueled by the surprise of 
her being the villain and not the man as usually expected from a machismo point of 
view, and stereotypical views on the woman as naturally and always faithful. 
Furthermore, this image of the malicious woman, according to the male victims, is 
furthered by her supposedly having committed this act of betrayal following a process 
of seduction just to spite them. At the same time, the male victims are made up as 
innocent and infallible, having no responsibility in the situation; the lyrics do not tell 
whether they in reality do or not. Should a woman be cheated on, on the other hand, 
there is always a protagonist seizing his opportunity to come to the rescue. 
 Although the male protagonists attempt to write from a female perspective 
from time to time, they center on their own interests and desires and thus the 
narratives can never be as believable as if the woman herself were to participate in 
creating them. Therefore, I welcome and look forward to an upheaval of the male 
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reggaetón monopoly in order for the genre to move towards more nuanced, pluralistic 
and widely representative song lyrics. 
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